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 EMTRAC Central Monitor

The EMTRAC software displays worker and vehicle 
positions in real time on integrated GIS maps. It also 
displays a detailed running log of real-time activity, 
while highlighting PNU events. The Central Monitor 
software is capable of displaying and recording any 
number of EMTRAC-equipped intersections, vehicles, 
and workers—enabling municipal agencies to expand 
their system capability as time and budgets allow.
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EMTRAC Systems is proud to supply its proven products 
for not only rail applications, but in support of Transit 
Signal Priority (TSP), Emergency Vehicle Preemption (EVP), 
municipal-vehicle mangement and monitoring, and airport 
systems for monitoring ground-support vehicles and 
personnel with our AVL and PNU systems.

To see what EMTRAC Systems can do for your agency, 
please contact us for a presentation and our pilot-program 
installation.
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Personal Notification Unit (PNU): Enclosed in a 
rugged case, the PNU uses precision GPS and secure 
FHSS radio to transmit real-time locations while storing 
detailed activity and alert logs.

Vehicle Computer Unit (VCU): On-board unit tracks 
real-time vehicle location, transmits approaching-
vehicle alerts, and stores activity logs. Among other 
functions, the VCU can transmit TSP requests.

Wayside Detector (optional): Network-connected 
dual-card unit, installed in wayside cabinets, forwards 
real-time vehicle and worker activity to central locations 
running the EMTRAC Central Monitor software.

Central Monitor Software: Installed on server and 
workstations at central locations to display real-time 
vehicle and worker locations, retrieve activity logs, 
program updates, and configure system settings.

Vehicle Control Head: On-board unit alerts train 
operators when PNUs are detected.

PNU Interrogator: Network-connected unit installed 
at charging stations automatically downloads activity 
logs and uploads firmware or database updates.

As the number of rail lines through metro areas 
increases, so does the potential for pedestrian 
accidents—and wayside rail workers are often in the 
most vulnerable locations.

By utilizing precise GPS and secure frequency-
hopping spread spectrum radio, the EMTRAC 
Personal Notification Unit (PNU) alerts rail workers 
when an approaching train is within a specified 
distance. When the train reaches this distance, the 
PNU flashes an ultra-bright LED, sounds a pulsed 
alarm, and/or vibrates to alert the worker of the 
approaching train.
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The PNU may be carried on a belt or in a vest pocket 
and contains a GPS receiver, UHF transceiver, and 
a panic button to enable workers to notify team 
members of critical situations. Each PNU has its own 
ID, which may be assigned based on
worker IDs. The PNU logs worker activity,
alert details, and the ID and speed of
approaching trains.

Alerts may be customized to activate
based on the Estimated Time of
Arrival (for the train to reach the
worker).

The PNU ships with charging 
components and contains a12-hour
lithium-ion rechargeable battery
and to ensure reliable operation 
through work shifts.
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